The MCG was amazing! We learned
that it is much more than just a footy
oval. The Museum was great. We saw
the Carlton cup from 1970 which is 48
years old. There was a very old painting
of what the MCG used to look like. It
looked nothing like it looks today.
By Jack and Caleb

On13th March, the 4-6s went to the MCG. We got to play
virtual sports, learn about the history and took a tour of
the historic stadium. We had an absolute blast and
learned about really interesting things. We listened to a

hologram of Shane Warne talking about his cricket life.
We got to go into the change rooms, commentating area
and the museum. We had friendly tour guides that
showed us around the MCG. We’re so glad that we got to
learn new things about AFL, cricket and the Commonwealth Games.

By Lily, Jasmine & Justina

On 13.3.18, the Grade 4-6s set
foot on the MCG. The famous MCG
where the Olympic Games, Commonwealth Games, AFL, cricket
have been held. We toured the
MCG and after the tour we went to
the Museum section called Game
On.
By Will, Liam & Jobie

On the bus we hopped ready for our adventure to the big,
extraordinary MCG. We headed towards the great grassy
ground, had our snack and then started the journey of the
MCG. First we went down the stands to the oval. Next we
went to the most ‘amazing’ smelling change rooms  but
it was special because famous sports players have been
in it. We saw their lockers and spas. Another special
place we visited on our tour was the players box where all
the players watch the game when they are not on the
field.
As we went through the Long Room, the excitement rose
because we were going to a place called Game On where
we got to be athletes. Then we went to the museum, the
whole reason we came. That brought us to the end of our
excursion.
By Holly & Scarlett
James and I thought GAME
ON was the best part of the
sports museum. Every single
game was really fun but the
main highlight for both of us was the bike racing. We put a lot of exercise into the epic bike
race and it was a tie! It might look easy but actually when you try it yourself, you’ll get really
tired!!! It’ll make your legs feel like jelly after!!!
By Roger and James

